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ABSTRACT 

Two x- and gamma-ray systems were recently installed at-llne 
In gloveboxed and will measure Pu solution concentrations from 5 
to 105 g/L. These NDA techniques, developed and refined over the 
past decade, are now used domestically and internationally Tor 
nuclear Baterlal process monitoring and accountability needs. In 
off- and at-line installations, they can measure solution concen
trations to 0.2}. The K-XRFA systems use a transmission source to 
correct for solution density. The gamma-ray systems use peaks 
from 59- to 208-keV to determine solution concentrations and 
relative isotoplcs. A Pu check source monitors system stability. 

These two NDA techniques can be combined to form a new, NDA 
measurement methodology. With the instrument located outside of 
a glovebox, both relative Pu isotopics and absolute Pu abundances 
of a sample located Inside a glovebox can be measured. The new 
technique works with either single or dual source excitation; the 
former for a detector 6-20 cm away with no geometric corrections 
needed; the latter requires geometric corrections or source move
ment if the sample cannot be measured at the calibration distance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Safeguards Technology Program (STP) at Lawrence Liver-more 
National Laboratory (LLNL) delivered its first off-line plutonium 
solution assay system to the Savannah River Plant (SRP) in 1974; 
the first at-line Pu solution Isotopics analysis system In 1979 to 
the Tokal-mura plant in Japan [1] and the first off-line K x-ray 
fluorescence system to the Savannah River Plant in 1981 [2]. This 
paper describes two state-of-the-art gamma- and x-ray systems that 
were recently Installed for accountability needs at SR for at-line 
analyses of Pu solution concentrations and relative Pu Isotopics. 

*Work supported by the DOE Office of Safeguards and Security and 
by the E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co., Inc., and performed under 
the auspices of US DOE by LLNL under contract W-7,t05-Eng-t8. 
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In addition we report on a new KDA concept that combines the 
two techniques to fora a field-portable KDA assay Methodology that 
Measures Pu abundance and relative isotoples, and solution concen
tration If the voluae Is known, froa outside a glovebox In a way 
that Is nearly Independent of geometry. The principle and restric
tions of this new aethodology are discussed. 
2. X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SOLOTIOM COKCENTRATIOH MEASUREMENTS 

The left aide of FIG. 1 shows a top-view of our x-ray fluor
escence analysis aystea. the detector Is shielded fro* glovebox 
activity and froa two, 20 aCl Co-57 exciter sources. In the active 
•ode the 122-keV" gaaaa rays fluoresce Pu x-ray rays, and produce a 
apectrua as shown (top). In the passive aode, the tungsten slide 
closes and eclipses the exciting radiation ao that solution radio
activity can be Measured. A slide with a laa-thick rhodlua foil is 
Inserted automatically if the solution is sensed to contain exces
sive amounts of the 59.5-keV aaerlclua gaaaa ray. Both the rhodiua 
and tungsten slides are operated under coaputer control. A third 
Co-57 source housed in Ta and located behind 0,4-a* thick Th foil 
provides a highly colligated beaa of 122-keV photons and Th x-rays 
that go through the solution. Their intensities froa the passive 
(Middle) spectrua are used to correct the aeasured actlnide Kdl x-
ray intensity for solution aatrlx effects and for self-absorption. 
The (active - passive) data yields a net fluoresced x-ray apectrua 
(bottoa). Solution concentrations are proportional to the aeasured 

FIG. 1. Schematic of an x-ray fluorescence analysis systea and 
three spectra that are obtained froa its use (see text). 
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Ka1 x-ray Intensity that converts to g/L after system calibration. 
Results of the K XRFA technique are discussed In the next section. 

3. GAMMA-RAI SOLUTION AND ISOTOPICS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
Plutonium solution concentrations and relative Isotoplcs can 

also be measured using gam-'^-ray spectrometry. FIG. 2 shows a side 
view of the systea. SolutK.. Is drawn Into a 3 cm-diameter by l-ca 
thick stainless steel cell that Is part or an assembly Installed 
at-llne In the glovsbox. Large/small colllaators In a Ta slide are 
used for low/high concentrations to colllaate gaaaa-ray activity. 
There is also a Pu source vacuum deposited on stainless steel and 
welded Into the slide. It Is used to aonltor systea performance 
periodically. All of the spectra accumulated are referenced to the 
Intensity of the 88-keV gaama-ray froa a Cd-109 source attached to 
the cell window. Its Intensity aonitors systea geoaetry, corrects 
for actual counting time, and for any detector efficiency changes. 

Both the solution concentration and relative Pu isotopics are 
determined froa the Intensities of peaks In the rather complex 91-
to 101-keV region and from the 59-, 129-, 1*8-, 152-, and 208-keV 
peaks using software codes developed by STP at LLNL £3]. The sys
tem Is calibrated using one or aore known concentrations. Solution 
density Is sent froa a densitometer Installed in the saae glovebox 
so that small self-absorption corrections can be aade. 

The gamaa-ray spectrometry technique also has the ability to 
measure the relative Pu Isotopics. TABLE I lists the precisions of 
lsotoplcs-abundance measurements using the large collimator for 20 
runs of 20 gPu/L solution, with each run accumulated for 66 a. 

The results of measuring solution concentration froa 1-150g/L 
using both the atoaic x-ray fluorescence and the nuclear gamma-ray 

Pu Iaotopics Precisions at 
20 g/L for 20 runs In 66 a 
each with large colllaator. 
Abun- preei- Code 
dance % slon % error % 

0.0271 1.0" 1.1 

93.36 0.03 0.0« 

6.05 0.17 0.55 

0.522 0.20 0.21 

0.05* 0.31 0.30 
•—*• > u m a — — M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

FIG. 2. Sketch of gamaa-ray 
spectroaetry systea (see text). 

TABLE I. 

_ © o 
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FIG. 3. Comparison of atomic K XRFA and nuclear gaaaa-ray spectro
metry techniques for measurement of Pu solution concentrations. 
methods are shown in the tophalf of FIG. 3. Both these NDA aethods 
are accurate to 0.2$ over the central 5 to 105 g/L range and this 
represents present state-of-the-art for their use at- or off-line 
for nuclear aaterlal accountability aeasureaents. The rjnge of the 
atonic and nvalear techniques can be extended by a factor of 3 - 5 
to lower or higher concentrations; however, careful calibration is 
required beyond either end to ensure 0.2J accuracy to such Halts. 
The bottoa half shows that the gaaaa-ray systea remained stable to 
0.1 J over 5 aonths as aonitored by the plutonlua check source. 

*. COMBINED X-RAY + GAMMA-RAY. MDA SYSTEM 
He have developed a new aeasureaent concept. It combines the 

advantages of both the K XRFA and gaaaa-ray aethods, and aay offer 
international inspectors a portable aeasureaent systea that can 
measure pu Isotopics and abundances froa outside a glovebox in a 
Banner that la nearly Independent of the saaple-detector geoaetry. 
The arrangeaent Is shown in FIG. *. A HPGe detector is located in 
front of a glovebox that contains a Pu solution saaple cell, which 
preferably is located at or neir the Inside of the glovebox and at 
a well-known distance. First, consider only one x-ray fluorescence 
exciter source. In this case the saaple Bust be positioned aid-way 
between the axes of the detector and source. Then, d e will equal 
the x- or gaaaa-ray distances. X-ray production in the saaple and 
gaaaa-ray intensities from the saaple vary as the inverse square 
of the distance; while x-ray intensity froa the saaple will vary 
as the inverse fourth power of the distance. 

As shown in Eq. 1, gaaaa-ray counts will be proportional to 
saaple activity, detector efficiency, gaaaa-ray branching ratio, 
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and the counting time divided by the distance squared and a self-
absorption correction ter». That is. 

I y « A^ E Y by t ( d* a^ ) " 1 . (1) 
Therefore, the Pu abundance in the saiiple will be related to the 
sample activity by a calibration constant as shown in Eq. (2). 
This represents the passive gamaa-ray spectrum from the saaple. 

Pu abundance ky ay d* ly ( ty by t ) _ 1 . (2) 
He can write a siailar .jation that relates the Pu abundance to 
the x-ray fluorescence «.,.lysis Intensity, i.e.. 

Pu abundance - k x \ - kx de dx *e \ *x < Ex f » >" (3) 
Using Eqs. (2) and (3), we can express Pu abundance as the square 
of Eq. (2) divided by Eq. (3). This yields 

Pu abundance K(geoaetry teraHabsorption tera)(I*/I t) (*) 
where K i s a s ingle calibration constant that includes the detect
or ef f ic iency, ganoa-ray branching, and x-ray fluorescence yield; 
the geometry tera i s (dfdf/d|dj); and the absorption term i s 
(a^/a e a ) . Note that for a s ingle source exci tat ion, d - d - d~ 
thus, the geoaetry tera becoaes unity. The l a s t tern in Eq. (4) 
Bust be experimentally measured: that i s , 1% 'la determined fron 
the passive gaiaaa-ray spectrua; and i s divided by the x-ray f luor
escence intens i ty , obtained from the net (active ainus passive) 
spectrum, t i a e s the act ive count time. 

He have performed several proof-of-principle experiments using 
uranium solutions spiked with ~ " c d . Uranyl ni trate solutions are 

Sow****"**"* TOP VIEW 

I . diMoltmiMMt rmoWtion | •- —*.+ 

hMHxt) 
FIG. M. Top-view geoaetry for s ingle source active/passive x-ray + 
gamma-ray methodology. See text for deta i l s i f 2 sources are used. 
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easier to handle (no glove box); have very nearly the same density 
and fluorescence efficiency as plutenlum nitrate; and the emitted 
•SSgd 97.M- and 103.2-keV ganna rays will simulate the gamma and x 
rays of Pu aaaples In this energy region. 

A concentrated solution of uranyl nitrate was made to which a 
1J volume solution of 1 5 3 G d activity was added. From the uaster 
solution, various dilute concentrations down to 5 guVL were gri f¥l-

5 3 G H metrically prepared. The 30 d difference in halflife between '^Gd 
and " C o leads to a differential correction of only 1J after 3 d, 
hence experiments carried out within one week required no halfllfe 
corrections. To simulate field conditions, a portable, HPGe planar 
detector 25.1-am diameter by 20-mn deep was used with a 5-d dewar; 
it had a FVHM of 550 eV at 122 keV with 3 us gaussian shaping; and 
a computer-baaed, H096 multichannel analyzer was used. 

A code GRPAHL [1] was used to fit the x- and guana-ray peaks. 
In all data measured, the ratio of Ka2 to Ka1 .and the weaker to 
stronger gaaeia-ray were monitored. After satisfactory fits were 
obtained, the weaker x-ray (gaana-ray) peak was multiplied by 1.61 
(1.38) that normalizes the weaker peak Intensity to the stronger. 
Then, a mean x- and gamma-ray Intensity were calculated and became 
the I v and I x used to obtain the Intensity ratio required by Eq.4. 

When only one source Is used, Its location must be optimized 
relative to the detector. FIG.5 (left) shows the Intensity ratio 
term measured at three distances versus moving the source towards 
or away from the sample, which remained on the mid-line axis. The 
Intensity ratio is independent of sample distance when the source 
is located next to the mass center of the detector. 

Next, the intensity ratio was measured for lateral displace
ments of the saaple off a mid-line axis that Is half way between 
the source and detector (rlghtside FIG. 5). As the sample is moved 
towards the detector axis,x-ray production and intensity decrease; 
thus Increasing the intensity ratio at all distances. However, 
when the saaple is moved towards the source axis, x-ray production 

*2r{—aas • • — j 1 

• • I '• I • I • I • 

• r i t tma) 

FIG. 5. Variations in intensity ratio (proportional to abundance) 
with axial movements or the source (left) towards or away free the 
sample, and of lateral displacements of the sample (right) off the 
mid-line axis either towards the detector or source axes. 
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increases (dramatically at close saaple distances), and causes the 
broad ainlaa in the ratios at Intermediate distances and deeper 
alniaa at closer distances. For distances between 15 and 20 ea, an 
off-axis sample alsalignment of 1 ca or less will lead to an error 
of 5$ or less in the intensity ratio (abundance). The 6.26 ca be
tween the detector and source axes used in our experiments can be 
reduced to 3.8 ca by using a smaller diameter cryostat and less 
source shielding. This would flatten out each parabolic curve seen 
in FIG. 5, and lessen the need for exact on-axls sample alignment. 

If the saaple and aid-line source detector axes are co-linear 
and the source is located at the mass center of the detector, then 
Eq. 4 states that the actinlde abundance or solution concentration 
should remain constant for any sample distance. The data in FIS. 6 
(left) show that a constant Intensity ratio with an error of 1.5* 
is obtained and Indeed is Independent of the distance. Eventually, 
at some close distance (in this case 5 cm), the saaple will begin 
to be partially eclipsed to the source radiation by the shielded 
detector asseably (see FIG. 1) and the Intensity ratio increases. 

A series of constant volume (10.0 ml) spiked solutions were 
measured. The concentrations ranged from 5 to 310 g U/L and are 
shown on the right, FIG. 6. Open circle data are uncorrected for 
absorption effects of source-radiation entering the saaple or for 
gamma- and x-rays exiting the sample. But, the correction amounts 
are calculated easily from geometric and mass-absorption consider
ations (solid line). The square data are obtained when calculated 
corrections are applied to the uncorrected data. The mean value 
shown with its 2J uncertainty is the It of Eq. (*) and is used to 
convert a measured and corrected ratio to solution concentration. 

If two sources are used (add the dotted source, FIG. 1), the 
sample and detector axes become co-linear. However, the excitation 
distance, d e, no longer equals the gamma-ray and x-ray distance, 
hence the geometry term no longer equals unity. Any saaple lateral 
displacements off axis do not produce the dramatic variations seen 
with only one source. FIG. 7 left, shows the variation in measured 
intensity recorded with 2 sources of unequal strength for a sample. 

FIG. 6. The intensity ratio stays constant (left) if the saaple 
remains on the aid-line axis. Right shows measurements of differ
ent concentrated solutions uncorrectedVcorrected (open/closed) for 
122-ksV source absorption and x- and Y-ray saaple self-absorption. 
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FIG. 7. Variation In the measured ratios with lateral displacement 
of saaple off axis, and with source aoveaents froa detector center 
(right) with 2 sources. See text for further discussion. 
at 9.5 ca. Interchanging the 2 sources reverses the asymmetry. For 
equally intense sources, the measured intensity ratio data remains 
nearly constant, i.e. it stays within 5* of the on-axis ratio at 
distances up to 3 ca. At greater distance the dashed curve becomes 
even flatter, thus less sensitive to offaxls sample misalignments. 

FIG. 7 right shows the changes In the measured intensity ratio 
at four sample distances when the 2 sources are moved relative to 
detector center. The curves can't cross as they did when a single 
source was used (see FIG. 5). Only If both sources were placed In 
front of the detector would exciter distance equal the gamma- or x 
ray distance; and then, only for that distance. Thus, there is no 
source position that makes the measurement insensitive to a sample 
distance; so we have two choices. Either leave both sources fixed 
at mid-detector and apply simple calculated geometric corrections, 
or move the two sources (toward or away from the sample) by a pre-
calibrated amount for sample distance (like focussing a camera). 

To demonstrate both options, a set of measurements were made 
for five saaple distances from 9.5 to 19*5 ca. TABLE II..summarizes 
TABLE II. Calculated and measured Iy/I x ratios vs saaple distance. 

Saaple 
distance 

i15 
135 
165 
195 

Measured Heasu lf/I 
Geometry 
factor 

10.7 
9-8 
9.1 
8-7 
8.3 

Calculated lf.x. 
~ 0.5*8 

0.922 
1.000. 
1.0M 
1.095 

Mean values: 

9.07 
9.04 
9.10 
9.08 
9.0? JM 

Y'V Measured I' 
at a source 

displacement of; 
9.22 ± 0.19 « - 11 am 
9.1* ± 0.22 t - 6 am 
9.27 ± 0.26 t 0 am 
8.86 ± 0.18 # + * aa 
9.06 ± 0.21 # + 10 mm 
9.11 ± 0.16 

• Head/interpolated from data in FIG. 7 |t source movement - 0. 
# Geometric correction, g - [df/d|][d^/df(l35)]; H| - [df*(62.6)*3 
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these data. Coluan 1 lists the sample distance; column 2, measured 
or interpolated values from FIG. 7, right; oolunn 3, the geometric 
correction factor; coluan 1, product of 2 and 3, and column 5* the 
aeasured intensity ratios when both sources are aoved a few ma. 
Columns 1 and 5 agree as they should. The aean value's error is 2%. 

5. SUMMARY 
The NDA techniques of atonic x-ray fluorescence analysis and 

nuclear gaaaa-ray spectrometry are now both well-developed. If a 
suitable transmission source is used with the former and solution 
densities are supplied to the latter, then both can be used to 
aake accountability measurements. We have demonstrated that for at 
line installations accuracies of 0.>% can be obtained for concen
tration ranges froa below 1 to above 150 g/L, if they are operated 
under well-designed quality control programs. Siailar accuracies 
could be obtained in off-line systems. Gaaaa-ray spectroaetry also 
measures the relative Pu isotoplc abundances. Since the two NDA 
techniques are fundamentally different, they can serve as basical
ly independent measurement methods; and if installed slde-by-slde, 
each can authenticate the other and reduce tampering probability. 

We have developed a potentially new HDA methodology by com
bining x-ray and gamma-ray spectroaetry. Our experlaents show it 
may be possible to make ln-the-fleld measurements for Pu Isotopics 
and concentrations of known solution voluaes using only staple and 
portable measurement equipment. Although this methodology is not 
designed to offer accountability accuracies, it can aake confirma
tory measurements, since its accuracy will be from 2 to 5J. If one 
exciter source is used, then a measurement can be made almost in
dependent of distance, but the sample axis must be aligned to 1 cm 
or better with the mid-line axis between the source and detector. 
If two sources are used, any unknown must be aeasured at the same 
distance as the calibration standard unless a geometrical correc
tion is applied to data, or the sources aoved by a pre-callbrated 
amount relative to the detector. Additional experiments are plan
ned with Pu to verify that this new HDA methodology can measure Pu 
abundances from outside a glovebox almost Independent of geometry. 
This new method aay benefit the international inspection community. 
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